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Abstract
Since the worldwide situation due to the COVID-19 pandemic COVID-19 prevents the

student to travel and have the project in mobility, the objectives of this project (originally

"Improvement of an Augmented Reality Mobile Application for Open Air Museum") have

been modified in order to have a project that can be developed remotely. My new project is a

proof of concept.

Here are main objectives:

 To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation

Software.

 To test the following capabilities of Unity AR Foundation

 To develop in Blender the model and the animation for AR event.

 To compile the application for both Android and IOS and to describe the whole process to

take it to the market in both platforms.

My project is not only to complete the development of related AR applications, but also to

explore whether this AR technology is suitable for promotion, and whether developers will

encounter problems in the process of using the tool.
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摘要

由于 COVID-19 疫情，我原先的需要实地的项目无法进行，因此修改了原项目的目标

（最初是“改进户外博物馆的增强现实移动应用程序”），以便有一个可以远程开发的

项目。我的新项目是一种概念的证明。

其主要目标如下：

 使用 Unity AR Foundation软件开发增强现实的概念验证应用程序

 测试 Unity AR Foundation的基本功能

 在 Blender中开发 AR事件的模型和动画。

 为 Android和 IOS编译应用程序。

我的项目不仅仅是完成相关 AR应用的开发，更是探索这种 AR技术是否足够成熟适合

推广，以及开发人员在使用该工具的过程中会遇到哪些问题，为 AR 技术的未来探索

更多可能。
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview

In this section, I will include AR’s concept and what is my what is my previous project, why I

must change my project(due to the impact of the COVID-19) and what my new project is,

how it is different from previous one and other peoples', last, my project's significance.

1.1.1 Concept of AR

AR (Augmented Reality) is becoming more and more common in our daily life. Now when

people go to museums, they will find that there is always a QR code beside each exhibit.

Tourists can scan and watch AR guide explanation, which is interesting and convenient. With

the popularization of AR, people have a vague understanding of AR, so from the strict

technical definition, what is augmented reality?

Augmented reality(AR) is an interactive experience of a realworld environment. Computer

generated enhances objects in the real world virtual objects, and sometimes across multiple

sensory modalities. Augmented reality could be defined as a system which has the following

three basic features:

• A combination of real and virtual worlds

• Realtime interaction

• Accurate 3D registration of virtual and real objects

1.1.2 About the change in my project

Since the worldwide situation due to the COVID-19 pandemic, COVID-19 prevents the

student to travel and have the project in mobility, the objectives of this project (originally

"Improvement of an Augmented Reality Mobile Application for Open Air Museum") have

been modified in order to have a project that can be developed remotely.

1.1.3 My project v.s. Other’s

AR Foundation allows people to work with augmented reality platforms in a multi-platform

way within Unity. This package presents an interface for Unity developers to use, but doesn't

implement any AR features itself.
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There are many differences between my project and previous project: My project is not a

version of changing previous sculpture models into something else instead, but to test whether

AR foundation could be used to build Augmented Reality applications and compare the

existing AR technologies(such as Vuforia). I will no longer use Vuforia to develop AR events,

but use AR foundation software instead.of Vuforia, which is a usually used one to build air

projects in China and is a simple but much more stable than AR foundation.

For me, I used AR foundation, and tested this relative new technology to find out the

compatibility and stability along with lots of functions that Vuforia cannot achieve, and try to

find out whether this technology could be applied in all type of AR Applications, whether it

has been mature enough for widely promotion.

1.1.4 Significance of my project

AR (augmented reality) is becoming more and more common in our daily life. Now when

people go to museums, they will find that there is always a QR code beside each exhibit.

Tourists can scan and watch AR guide explanation, which is interesting and convenient. In

order to better promote AR technology, a good AR development technology should be mature

enough, suitable for the mass mobile terminal, and stable enough in use. My project has

carried out a number of development and testing for the current latest technology AR

foundation, and will finally get a conclusion on whether the technology can be promoted and

applied to multiple scenarios.

1.2 Objectives

1.2.1 Project objectives overview

Since it is going to be a proof of concept, we are not going to use a real environment as a

museum or a public place, so I will do all the work at my home with the elements I have at

home.

 To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity AR
Foundation Software.

 To test the following capabilities of Unity AR Foundation

 To develop in Blender the model and the animation for AR event.

 To compile the application for Android and to describe the whole process to take it to
the market in Android platforms.
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1.2.2 Detailed Objectives

1) Recognition

a) Object Recognition

1. Using two different objects:

1) A simpler object, as a cube, a cup, a ball, something that can be easily recognized.

2) A complex object like a toy or a little sculpture that have different sides, textures, colors etc.

2. Assessing object recognition with different lights, at least with 3 different kinds of light and

shadows.

b) Mark (VuMark and QR) recognition

c) Floor/Plane recognition

Using two kinds of floor:

1) One completely plane, single solid colour

2) One with a pattern

d) Image recognition

Using also two images:

1) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts

2) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright

2) AR events:

a) Video

I could choose any available video or audio.

b) Audio

c) Model

I will have to develop a model in blender, something to show when the AR event is triggered.

The model should have also texture in its sides. A nice model could be a modern art sculpture

for example, that can be built from simple forms (cubes, cylinders, pyramids, etc.) and added

colors and textures.

d) Animation
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I could animate whatever model I want, a butterfly flying, for example, the sun rising, etc.

e) Buttons or any other way for interaction to switch from one event to other in the same

object

1.3 Main Tasks

 Familiarization with Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation Software.

Basically learn knowledge about AR foundation’s capabilities from Vuforia tutorials and

Unity web, and follow the tutorial to do some small independent test demo.

 To develop the proof of concept application.

To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity AR

Foundation Software. To compile the application for both Android and IOS and to

describe the whole process to take it to the market in both platforms.

 To test the functionality for several AR recognition features, with several AR events

To develop in Blender the model and the animation forAR event.

 To summarize the results into meaningful set of publishable paper (Journal and/or

Conference)

Summarize all outcomes (must be tangible outputs such as software and simulation) and

write down all the documents such as user manuals,etc, and then deliver the final report.

1.4 Workplan

Nov
1-15

Nov
16-30

Dec
1-15

Dec
16-
31

Jan
1-15

Jan
16-
31

Feb
1-15

Feb
16-
29

Mar
1-15

Mar
16-
31

Apr
1-15

Apr
16-
30

Task 1. [Familiarization with Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation
Software]
Testing object recognition X X
Testing Mark(VuMark and QR
code) recognition X X X
Testing Floor/plane recognition X X X
Testing image recognition X X X

Task 2. [To develop the proof of concept application]
To develop in Blender the model
and the animation for AR event.

X X X
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To compile the application for
Android

X X X X X X

To compile the application for IOS X X

To describe the whole process and
take it to the market in both
platforms.

X X X
X

X X X

Task 3. [To test the functionality for several AR recognition features, with several AR
events]
Testing AR events (video) X X

Testing AR events (audio) X X

Testing AR events(model) X X

Testing AR events (animation, any
other way for interaction)

X X

Task 4. [To summarize the results into meaningful set of publishable paper (Journal
and/or Conference)]
Summarizing all works done X X X X X X X X X

Minor improvement and bug fix X X X X

Composing the thesis X X X

Checking the thesis X X X
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Chapter 2: Background

In this section, I will introduce AR and AR technology, AR Foundation and Unity3D engine,

as well as other technologies I use.

2.1 Augmented Reality

2.1.1 AR v.s. VR v.s. MR

Virtual reality (or VR), augmented reality (or AR) and mediated reality (or MR) are not

technologies but concepts. VR is pure virtual digital picture, mixed reality including AR is

virtual digital picture + naked eye reality, Mr is digital reality + virtual digital picture.

Usually, the overlaid information could be constructive or destructive. The experience is seam

lessly integrated with the physical world so that this could be perceived as an immersive

aspect of the real environment.(Wikipedia contributors 2021a) That is to say, comparing with

the wellknown virtual reality, which usually provides an immersive experience with a

simulated space to users augmented reality alters one’s ongoing perception of a realworld

environment.

Unlike VR's immersive experience, AR improves the visual and interactive experience by

adding some virtual elements to the real world, while the traditional AR usually observes the

real world through the hardware camera, so the earliest AR may be realized by turning on the

camera through the mobile phone, and then adding some 3D or 2D visual elements to the

screen.

With the development of mobile devices, including mobile phones and smart eyewear,

augmented reality technology becomes more and more reachable during these days.

Augmented Reality could be easily achieved on the majority of smartphones.

2.2 AR Technology

2.2.1 Intoduction of AR Foundation

AR Foudation is a unified platform for developing all kinds of AR applications. This

architecture can accommodate all kinds of underlying SDKs and support the addition of other

underlying AR SDKs at present and in the future.

Developers no longer need to care about how to use the SDK for IOS platform and how to use
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Android platform. AR Foudation makes a package of them. In this way, people only need to

pay attention to the AR application development itself, and its bottom layer will judge by

itself and call the corresponding API according to different platforms.

At present, AR Foundation mainly supports the following functions:

(source:https://docs.Unity3D.com/Packages/com.unity.xr.AR

Foudation@2.1/manual/index.html)

2.2.2 Introduction of Vuforia

Vuforia is a crossplatform augmented reality SDK that enables the creation of augmented

reality applications. The SDK uses computer vision technology to recognize and track images

and 3D objects in realtime. This image registration capability enables developers to position

and orient virtual objects, such as 3D models and other media, along with realworld objects,

when they are viewed through the camera of a mobile device. The virtual object then tracks

the position and orientation of the image in realtime so that the viewer’s perspective on the

object corresponds with the perspective on the target. It thus appears that the virtual object is a

part of the realworld scene.(Wikipedia contributors 2019)

2.2.3 Introduction of EasyAR

EasyAR is the first free full platform AR engine in China.This AR engine has the following

features:EasyAR has good cross platform support features, and can support windows, Mac OS,

Android, IOS and other platforms.

However, it lacks powerful functions, such as 3D object recognition, cloud recognition, slam,

smart glasses and cloud packaging
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2.2.4 The significance of select the most suitable AR technology

The biggest problem encountered in this AR engine selection research is the adaptability of

devices, especially Android devices. The mainstream AR technology relies on ARCore, and

the ARCore relies on mobile phones, which requires Google ARCore. Now quite a number of

mobile phones do not support Google ARCore, and the latest advanced mobile phones do not

support it. As a result, AR applications based on the mainstream AR Technology cannot be

used.

Therefore, it is necessary to choose the most suitable AR engine in development.

2.3 Detailed Introduction of AR Foundation

2.3.1 AR Foundation’s architecture

AR Foudation is built on a series of subsystems. Subsystem handles the implementation of

platform specific modules. For example, XRPlanesubsystem is responsible for plane detection

and display functions. In addition, it also calls different underlying SDKs automatically

according to different platforms. From the perspective of the caller, it only calls the functions

of XRPlanesubsystem, regardless of whether the final implementation is based on IOS or

Android, that is, it is transparent to the platform.

This architecture provides platform independent functions for the upper layer, and the lower

layer can incorporate different underlying SDKs in the future development, so as to achieve

the final goal of one-time development and cross platform deployment. The architecture is as

follows:

SDK Description

AR Foudation AR Foundation integrates the underlying API encapsulation of ARKit and
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ARCore into a unified and open framework, and provides some additional

practical functions, such as session lifecycle management, and

monobehavior, which is used to show the detected functions in the

environment.

Google

ARCore SDK

for Unity

The SDK provides native APIs for the important AR functions supported by

ARCore, and exposes these APIs to Android platform in unity to facilitate

developers to call them.

Unity ARKit

Plugin

The plug-in is the ARKit unity plug-in developed by unity company, which is

used to build ARKit applications in unity. It exposes the ARKit Objective-C

API of C # language in unity for developers to call. The plug-in also provides

some auxiliary functions, which can make use of the front and back cameras

compatible with IOS devices.

2.3.2 AR Core

ARCore is Google’s platform for building augmented reality experiences. Using different

APIs, ARCore enables your phone to sense its environment, understand the world, and

interact with information. Some of the APIs are available across Android and iOS to enable

shared AR experiences.(Google 2021a)

2.3.3 AR Kit

ARKit is the newly introduced Augmented Reality API developed by Apple, used on

iPhone/iPad devices. This API is only available to users of devices with Apple A9 and later

processors.

The ARKit API provides functionalities like face tracking, image tracking, world tracking,

object detection, orientation tracking, positional tracking, and etc.(Apple 2021a)

Comparing with other AR SDK, ARKit could leverage the TrueDepth camera(Apple 2021b)

on some of the iOS devices. The TrueDepth camera provides much more accurate face

recognition and tracking functionality when compared with traditional cameras. The builtin

Animoji(Apple 2021c) is implemented using this feature
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2.3.4 Roadmap of building an Application in both platform (IOS&Android)

2.3.5 Introduction of Advanced packages

The goal of AR Foundation is not limited to ARKit and ARCore. Its goal is to build a unified

and open AR development platform. Therefore, AR Foundation is likely to incorporate other

AR SDKs in the next development to further enrich the AR development environment.

For example, AR is still in preview state: The package serves as unity 2019.3. The toolkit

provides a set of components that enable users to quickly and easily build interactive and

immersive experiences. Our goal is to implement general augmented reality without coding

(AR) And virtual reality (VR) Interaction.

2.4 Unity3D Engine

2.4.1 Introduction of the developing scheme(Unity3D+AR Foundation)

Unity3D is a multi platform integrated game development tool developed by unity

technologies, which makes it easy to create interactive content such as 3D video games,

building visualization, real-time 3D animation and so on. It is a comprehensive integrated

professional game engine.Unity is a crossplatform game engine developed by Unity

Technologies. The engine offers a primary scripting API in C#, and provide an easy to use

drag and drop functionality. For 3D games, Unity allows specification of texture

compression,mipmaps, and resolution settings for each platform that the game engine

supports, and provides support for bump mapping, reflection mapping, parallax mapping,
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screenspace ambient occlusion (SSAO), dynamic shadows using shadow maps,

rendertotexture and fullscreen postprocessing effects.(Wikipedia contributors 2021b)

2.4.2 Other schemes for building ARApplications

Use the native development environment of each platform to develop AR application: the

same AR content should be developed separately for different platforms. Even if it's just an

AR application for handheld devices, ARCore may be used to build Android devices, ARKit

to build IOS devices, and magic leap and hololens also have their own SDKs.

2.4.3 The reason for choosing “Unity3D+ AR Foundation” to build applications

The main reason we chose Unity3D+ AR Foundation is that Unity3D can get augmented

reality experience through a more visual method, and can be easily deployed on multiple

platforms, which greatly reduces the complexity of development.

The launch of AR foundation implements a mission of unity all the time - to realize "build

once, multi platform deployment". With AR foundation, developers don't have to solve the

problem of platform differences one by one for each platform.

2.5 Other Technologies that I use

2.5.1 Blender

Blender is a free and open source 3D computer graphics software tool set for making

animated movies, visual effects, art, 3D printing models, motion graphics, interactive 3D

applications, and computer games. Blender's functions include 3D modeling, UV unfolding,

texture, raster graphics editing, manipulation and skinning, fluid and smoke simulation,

particle simulation, flexible body simulation, sculpture, animation, matching movement,

rendering, motion graphics, video editing and synthesis. (Wikipedia contributor 2021c)

We mainly use blender as a tool to create 3D model.

2.5.2 Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Illustrator is a vector graphics editor developed and sold by adobe. VuMark is a bar

code design used by Vuforia. It allows free customization and brand conscious design, while

encoding data and targeting as AR. The VuMark design is fully customizable, so you can have

a unique VuMark for each individual object. I use this tool to create VuMarks. （Vuforia

2021）
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Chapter 3: Design and Implementation

In this part, I will first state the design part, and then state the implementation part. The design

part is divided into the design of comparative experiment and the design of application

program; the implementation part is divided into two parts: software development and testing.

3.1 Design part

3.1.1 Design of comparative tests

Note that there are many functions that are provided in AR Foundation, I am going to develop
and test the most mainstream functions that maybe used in the reality. And the version
combination I chose to test is based on the forum’s discussion, they are most commonly used
combination or the most stable(LST version) one.

Support Fucntionalities AR Foundation Vuforia

Recognition

3D Objective Recognition 

2D Objective Tracking

Image Tracking Multi-model? 

QR Code Tracking Extract
information? 

Plane Recognition Materials? 

Face recognition
Face mesh Multi-face? -

Face pose At nose -

AR Events

video

Audio effect Loop? Just
once?

animation

Interactions
buttons Back?Select?

User-interaction with objects Re-shape?

Functions that need to be tested

ARFoudation
ARCore
XR

plugin
AR Subsystems ARKit

XR
plugin

Unity3d Compile?

4.0.2 4.0.4 4.0.1 4.0.2 2019.3.5f1 Successful

3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 2019.4.20f
(LST) Successful
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2.1.8 2.1.11 2.1.2 2.1.9 2019.4.0f1 Successful
2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.16 2019.3.5f1 Successful

The version combination I am going to test

3.1.2 Design of the application

3.1.2.1 UI
 Prototype

 Icon Design

（need to add）

3.1.2.2 Functions design
There are 3 independent standalone applications:
A. Android Application that all functions are utilizing front camera
B. Android Application that all functions are utilizing rear camera
C. IOS Application that can do 3D Object recognition
Note: The reason for building two applications for Android is because of the conflicts
between invoking of front camera for face-recognition and rear camera for the other
recognition.
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3.2 Implementation part

3.2.1 Build and Development

3.2.1.1 Technology Stack of my application

(source:https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/XRPluginArchitecture.html)

3.2.1.2 Model developing
I use blender to build the model. It is an ugly tiger.
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3.2.1.3 Functions to implement
 Android Applications
 IOS Application
(need to be added)

3.2.2 Testing

For the test part, I plan to carry out equipment test, platform test and version compatibility test.

Huawei mate10 and Xiaomi series mobile phones declared by Google's official website (link)

are selected as Android terminal test environment. We use iPad air 3 and iPhone 11 to test the

IOS environment. The platform test selects multiple versions of Unity3D to develop the same

project; the version compatibility test selects multiple versions of Unity3D engine + different

versions of AR Foudation to develop.

Huawei devices
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Xiaomi device that I use to test

The expected result is that AR Foudation can be perfectly presented on most different mobile

phones and mobile terminals, and verify that it is very friendly to developers, and can replace

Vuforia and other AR technologies to a certain extent.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion

4.1 Application part

Here, I list all functions that developed using AR Foundation in details.

1. QR recognition

If the application recognizes the definite QR Code, it will show the information that QR Code

contains on the top of the prefeb.

2. 2D Image recognition

If the application recognizes the definite image, it will show a banana model.
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1) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts

2) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright
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3. Plane recognition

(more need to be added)

1) One completely plane, single solid colour (Toggle plane detection)
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If clicked the button, it will hide the AR plane.

2) One with a pattern
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4. Face Mesh

If the application recognizes people’s face, it will show some mask-like mask on the face.

5. Face Pose

If the application recognizes people’s face, it will show .a coordinate system.
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The origin of the coordinate system is located on the nose of the person. With the rotation of

the person's head, the coordinate system will rotate accordingly.

6. User-interaction with buttons

A B
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C D
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E

1) User clicks the left button at the homepage(A), then will go to the definite scene(B).

2) When recognizing a toggle plane, it will appear the model(a default plane)(B)

3) If user clicks the button on the left-top corner of the screen, the plane model will

disappear(C)

4) If recognize the definite picture(the red flower), it will appear the pink cube on the top of

the picture(D)

5) User could click back button(at the left-top corner) to go back to the homepage(E)

7. User-interaction with models

A B C
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D E F

G H I
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1) The user opens the application and selects different models (A) from the drop-down menu.

2) When the application recognizes a plane, the Yellow plane model preform (B) will appear.

3) The user clicks any point on the screen to realize the interactive function of "place model

on plane" (C).

4) The user can click multiple points to place the object model (D)

5) The user can also change the model through the drop-down menu (E), where the cube is

replaced by a sphere (F).

6) User can click the model that has been placed on the plane at will, and the model enters

the selected state (G), and can rotate and zoom in / out the model (H) (I)

8. User-interaction with models

(need to be added)

9. 3D Object recognition and tracking

(pics need to be added)

10. Multi-image recognition

(More explanation need to be added)

11. For audio and video function, maybe it is not possible to write down to make

readers directly understand.
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4.2 Testing part

4.2.1 Version Testing

ARFoudati
on

ARCor
e
XR

plugin

AR
Subsyste

ms

ARKi
t
XR
plugi
n

Unity3d Compile
? Issue?

4.0.2 4.0.4 4.0.1 4.0.2 2019.3.5f
1

Successf
ul

For some projects, it will show:

Many developers on
stackoverflow still facing this

problem and Unity’s
technologists have looked into

the problem.

3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13
2019.4.2

0f
(LST)

Successf
ul

Not discover yet, seems good
compatibility

A developer on stackoverflow
points out this perfect

2.1.8 2.1.11 2.1.2 2.1.9 2019.4.0f
1

Successf
ul

Not discover yet, seems good
compatibility

2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.1
6

2019.3.5f
1

Successf
ul

For some projects, it will show:

Implicit requirements: I suppose Android sdk >= 26, (version 24 failed building apks)

4.2.2 Device Testing

(ongoing)

4.2.3 Problems Record

4.2.3.1 Developing
1. Android equipment issue

 See https://developers.google.com/AR/discover/supported-devices?hl=zh-cn

All of my family numbers are using HUAWEI ‘s newest products, and are not supported by

ARCore.

So I tested these functionalities with my friend’s Xiaomi, in the future I will test with more.

Must equiped with Google play Service!

 Users must use the compatible equipment both with Android API level and supported

equipment.

https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices?hl=zh-cn
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Android 7.0 or higher

If your application is an AR optional application, please modify the minSdkVersion statement:

minSdkVersion ≥ 14 (API Level 14)

If your application is an AR essential application, please modify the minSdkVersion

statement: minSdkVersion ≥ 24 (API Level 24)

2. Because ARCore only supported by Android 7.0 or higher, I must go to Android Studio

(SDK Manager), to download Android 7.0 or higher.

Note: When using Andorid 10.1(Api level 31), The incompatibility between the too new API

version and the old version of unity will cause many bugs when packaging apk.

3. When doing projects with image tracking:

Line 87 shows:

Solution on the Internet:
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For most of developers, it works; For me, it did not work.

Each time when I run the testing app, it will first show the pic below, then crash.

Here is the log I generated from Android developer mode device debugging application:
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Then I found it may because of my android equipment’s incompability of ARCore!

4. .BuildFailedException: "ARCore Supported" (Player Settings > XR Settings) refers to the
built-in ARCore support in Unity and conflicts with the "ARCore XR Plugin" package....
5. Player setting, Android project, Android API level must be greater than or equal to 24;
6. Player setting, XR plug in management, check ARCore and ARKit;
7. Player setting, delete Vulkan. Android does not support Vulkan;
8. ARSession.state The running status of the engine can be obtained, which can be used to
detect whether the AR Foundation supports the device subsystem.descriptor.supports To see if
it is supported. Note that the engine and subsystem must be running before they know
whether they support it.
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4.2.3.2 Consoling
Conflicts in dependency(need to be added)
Gradle issues(A very normal issue that will be met by almost all beginners)

4.2.3.3 Playing
1) Android flash back
Reason 1: the device does not support AR function, and forced to install Google play services
for AR
Solution: first uninstall the local Google play services for AR, and then check whether the
device supports AR function
Reason 2: there is a fatal bug
Solution: Download and install Android studio to view the log
2) IOS flash back
Reason 1: no camera rights
Solution: apply for camera permission
Reason 2: there is a fatal bug
Solution: check the log in XCode
3) Green screen issue

The normally running software will suddenly appear green screen and disappear in an instant.
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4.2.4 Assessment of AR Foundation

AR Foundation encapsulates the interface well and is easy to use. The latest functions

released by ARCore and ARKit are provided in time, and the versions are constantly

optimized;

If AR Foundation version and unity version have matching requirements, packaging the latest

version in unity 2019 will fail;

After AR Foundation configuration error, there is no community to ask and answer, so we can

only compare the sample scenario to find the problem bit by bit;

If the environment is too dark, the device motion tracking may "lose tracking", because it

occurs in all slams based on image recognition

4.2.5 Discussion of testing results

(wait for all test to be done)
 Basic function support: Vuforia > AR Foudation

Vuforia have done some AI optimization on the basic functions of ARCore and ARKit, and

the effect is better in theory

 Advanced function support: AR Foudation > Vuforia

AR Foudation only encapsulates ARCore and ARKit, and supports the latest advanced

functions best

Vuforia is the underlying packages, and the latest advanced functions of ARCore and ARKit

cannot be supported in time

 URP project support:

Support: AR Foudation, Vuforia

 Device adaptability: Vuforia ~ AR Foudation

Vuforia and AR Foudation are limited to ARCore and ARKit support

(PS: Huawei AR has more adaptation support for Huawei mobile phones)【add references】

 Unity friendliness: AR Foudation > Vuforia

AR Foudation is originally packaged by unity. The package can be downloaded directly and

updated at any time.
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Vuforia is also supported by unity embedding.

 Development friendliness: AR Foudation > Vuforia

Easyar official website provides a complete use of expository and sample projects, and can

ask development questions in the community at any time, very friendly

AR Foudation provides a complete sample project on GitHub, and the interface encapsulation

is good, so it is friendly to use.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Further Work

(Write after all things done)
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论文概述
Project
outline

Write about
500-800
words

Please refer
to Project
Student
Handbook
section 3.2

Since the worldwide situation due to the COVID-19 pandemic COVID-19
prevents the student to travel and have the project in mobility, the objectives of this
project (originally "Improvement of an Augmented Reality Mobile Application for
Open Air Museum") have been modified in order to have a project that can be
developed remotely.

There are many differences between my project and previous project: My project
is not a version of changing previous sculpture models into something else instead,
but to test whether AR fundamental software could be used to build Augmented
Reality applications. I will no longer use Vuforia to develop AR events, but use AR
fundamental software instead. Besides, I am going to test all kinds of recognition and
AR events with several characters.

Project new objectives:
Since it is going to be a proof of concept, we are not going to use a real

environment as a museum or a public place, so I will do all the work at my home with
the elements I have at home.
 To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity

AR Foundation Software.

 To test the following capabilities of Unity AR Foundation

1) Recognition
a) Object Recognition

1. Using two different objects:
1) A simpler object, as a cube, a cup, a ball, something that can be
easily recognized.
2) A complex object like a toy or a little sculpture that have different
sides, textures, colors etc.

2. Assessing object recognition with different lights, at least with 3
different kinds of light and shadows.

b) Mark (VuMark or QR) recognition

c) Floor/Plane recognition
Using two kinds of floor:
1) One completely plane, single solid colour
2) One with a pattern

d) Image recognition
Using also two images:
1) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts
2) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright

2) AR events:
a) Video

I could choose any available video or audio.

b) Audio
I could choose any available video or audio.

c) Model
I will have to develop a model in blender, something to show when the
AR event is triggered. The model should have also texture in its sides. A
nice model could be a modern art sculpture for example, that can be
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built from simple forms (cubes, cylinders, pyramids, etc.) and added
colors and textures.

d) Animation
I could animate whatever model I want, a butterfly flying, for example, the
sun rising, etc.

e) Buttons or any other way for interaction to switch from one event
to other in the same object

 To develop in Blender the model and the animation for AR event.

 To compile the application for both Android and IOS and to describe the
whole process to take it to the market in both platforms.

Main Tasks:
 Familiarization with Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation

Software.
Basically learn knowledge about AR foundation’s capabilities from Vuforia
tutorials and Unity web, and follow the tutorial to do some small independent
test demo.

 To develop the proof of concept application.
To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity AR
Foundation Software. To compile the application for both Android and IOS and
to describe the whole process to take it to the market in both platforms.

 To test the functionality for several AR recognition features, with
several AR events
To develop in Blender the model and the animation for AR event.

 To summarize the results into meaningful set of publishable paper
(Journal and/or Conference)
Summarize all outcomes (must be tangible outputs such as software and
simulation) and write down all the documents such as user manuals,etc, and then
deliver the final report.

Tutorial Materials:
1. This is a tutorial about how to integrate Unity application into Android
application, and it is the tutorial which we followed when creating this
application:
https://forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-
android-app.685240/
2. This is about the AR Foundation platform in Unity:
https://www.coursera.org/learn/handheld-AR
3. Some of the API may have changed. To fully understand the code, you are
suggested to carefully learn these components:
https://developer.android.com/jetpack
4. To be continued...

道德规范 Please confirm that you have discussed ethical issues with your Supervisor
using the ethics checklist (Project Handbook Appendix 2).

 https:/forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-android-app.685240/
 https:/forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-android-app.685240/
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.coursera.org/learn/handheld-ar&data=04|01||4aed322102da43e9720008d87991bbc2|569df091b01340e386eebd9cb9e25814|0|0|637393014146172616|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0=|1000&sdata=CVXEn040tqCHslpIZiJ5Iu7MiqTduqd1d6jo22WeaLY=&reserved=0
https://developer.android.com/jetpack
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Ethics [Yes]

N/A (My project is not related to any ethics issues)

中期目标
Mid-term
target

The proof of concept AR application for Android
(including recognition and AR events)
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Work Plan (Gantt Chart)
Fill in the sub-tasks and insert a letter X in the cells to show the extent of each task

Nov
1-15

Nov
16-30

Dec
1-15

Dec
16-31

Jan
1-15

Jan
16-31

Feb
1-15

Feb
16-29

Mar
1-15

Mar
16-31

Apr
1-15

Apr
16-30

Task 1. [Familiarization with Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation Software]
Testing object recognition X X
Testing Mark(Vumark and QR code)
recognition X X X
Testing Floor/plane recognition X X X
Testing image recognition X X X

Task 2. [To develop the proof of concept application]
To develop in Blender the model and
the animation for AR event.

X X X

To compile the application for Android X X X X X X

To compile the application for IOS X X

To describe the whole process and take
it to the market in both platforms.

X X X X X X X

Task 3. [To test the functionality for several AR recognition features, with several AR events]
Testing AR events (video) X X

Testing AR events (audio) X X

Testing AR events(model) X X

Testing AR events (animation, any other
way for interaction)

X X

Task 4. [To summarize the results into meaningful set of publishable paper (Journal and/or
Conference)]
Summarizing all works done X X X X X X X X X

Minor improvement and bug fix X X X X

Composing the thesis X X X

Checking the thesis X X X
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Project Early-term Progress Report
学院
School

International
School

专业
Programme

e-Commerce Engineering with Law

姓
Family name Cao 名

First Name Ruixue

BUPT学号
BUPT
number

2017212923
QM学号
QM number 171048380

班级
Class 2017215112

论文题目
Project Title

Proof of concept application of Augmented Reality Unity AR Foundation
Software

已完成工作 Finished work:
First, I got familiar with Unity3D and Vuforia, and came accross several enviroment issues.
Using Vuforia:
1. Image Recognition

2. Object Recognition
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3. VuMark Recognition
a. VuMark Design

b. Extract information from VuMark

Then, there are many differences between my project and previous project: My project is not a
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version of changing previous sculpture models into something else instead, but to test whether AR
fundamental software could be used to build Augmented Reality applications. I will no longer use
Vuforia to develop AR events, but use AR fundamental software instead. Besides, I am going to
test all kinds of recognition and AR events with several characters.

Using AR Foundation Software:
After so many problems, enviroment configuration was done.

For Model event, I developed a model in blender, something to show when the AR event is
triggered.

Tutorial Materials:
5. This is a tutorial about how to integrate Unity application into Android application, and
it is the tutorial which we followed when creating this application:
https://forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-android-
app.685240/
6. This is about the AR Foundation platform in Unity:
https://www.coursera.org/learn/handheld-AR
7. Some of the API may have changed. To fully understand the code, you are suggested to
carefully learn these components: https://developer.android.com/jetpack

是否符合进度？On schedule as per GANTT chart?
[YES/NO]
YES
下一步 Next steps:
In the next step, I will continue test the following capabilities of Unity AR Foundation.

1) Recognition
a) Object Recognition

1. Using two different objects:
1) A simpler object, as a cube, a cup, a ball, something that can be easily
recognized.
2) A complex object like a toy or a little sculpture that have different sides,
textures, colors etc.

2. Assessing object recognition with different lights, at least with 3 different kinds of

 https:/forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-android-app.685240/
 https:/forum.unity.com/threads/integration-unity-as-a-library-in-native-android-app.685240/
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.coursera.org/learn/handheld-ar&data=04|01||4aed322102da43e9720008d87991bbc2|569df091b01340e386eebd9cb9e25814|0|0|637393014146172616|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0=|1000&sdata=CVXEn040tqCHslpIZiJ5Iu7MiqTduqd1d6jo22WeaLY=&reserved=0
https://developer.android.com/jetpack
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light and shadows.
b) Mark (VuMark or QR) recognition
c) Floor/Plane recognition

Using two kinds of floor:
1) One completely plane, single solid colour
2) One with a pattern

d) Image recognition
Using also two images:
1) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts
2) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright

2) AR events:
a) Video

I could choose any available video or audio.
b) Audio

I could choose any available video or audio.
c) Model

I will have to develop a model in blender, something to show when the AR event is
triggered. The model should have also texture in its sides. A nice model could be a
modern art sculpture for example, that can be built from simple forms (cubes,
cylinders, pyramids, etc.) and added colors and textures.

d) Animation
I could animate whatever model I want, a butterfly flying, for example, the sun rising,
etc.

e) Buttons or any other way for interaction to switch from one event to other in the
same object

And build an Application containing all the functions above for Android platform.

Project Mid-term Progress Report
学院
School

International
School

专业
Programme

e-Commerce Engineering with Law

姓
Family
name

Cao
名
First Name Ruixue

BUPT学号
BUPT
number

2017212923
QM学号
QM number 171048380

班级
Class 2017215112

论文题目
Project Title

Proof of concept application of Augmented Reality Unity AR Foundation Software

是否完成任务书中所定的中期目标？Targets met (as set in the Specification)?
[YES]
已完成工作 Finished work:
Project objectives overview:

Since it is going to be a proof of concept, we are not going to use a real environment as a museum
or a public place, so I will do all the work at my home with the elements I have at home.
 To develop a proof of concept application of Augmented Reality using Unity AR Foundation

Software.

 To test the following capabilities of Unity AR Foundation
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 To develop in Blender the model and the animation for AR event.

 To compile the application for both Android and IOS and to describe the whole process to
take it to the market in both platforms.

For Android applications with all functions, I have completed the development and testing part.

 Development part
1) Recognition

a) Mark (VuMark or QR) recognition

b) Floor/Plane recognition
Using two kinds of floor:
1) One completely plane, single solid colour
2) One with a pattern

c) Image recognition
Using also two images:
1) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts
2) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright

2) AR events:
a) Video

I could choose any available video or audio.

b) Audio
I could choose any available video or audio.

c) Model
I will have to develop a model in blender, something to show when the AR event is
triggered. The model should have also texture in its sides. A nice model could be a
modern art sculpture for example, that can be built from simple forms (cubes, cylinders,
pyramids, etc.) and added colors and textures.

d) Animation
I could animate whatever model I want, a butterfly flying, for example, the sun rising, etc.

e) Buttons or any other way for interaction to switch from one event to other in the
same object

 Each of the single scene has canvas and some of them has set button to interact for further
integration

12. QR recognition
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13. Image recognition
Test with a model appears instead of the information.

3) One with glossy paper very brilliant colors, golden or silver parts
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4) One with plane colors, no gloss, no bright
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14. Plane recognition

2) One completely plane, single solid colour
(Toggle plane detection)

If clicked the button, it will hide the AR plane.

2) One with a pattern
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I have also tried with face pose and face mesh functions, you can test them using apks.

15. Face Mesh
(Randomly choosing 3 colors to be the material, seems like French flag........)
Test with my friends’ help

16. Face Pose
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6. For Model event, I developed a model in blender, something to show when the AR event is
triggered.

 Testing part
1. Testing Equipment Record
Every HUAWEI equipment did not work, but for XIAOMI, they worked.
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The test equipments I used at home. None of them works.

I asked my friend for help, this XIAOMI works.
2. Version testing
I have test these compatibility in different version of unity

ARFoudati
on

ARCor
e
XR

plugin

AR
Subsyste

ms

ARK
it
XR
plugi
n

Unity3d Compile
? Issue?

4.0.2 4.0.4 4.0.1 4.0.2 2019.3.5
f1

Successf
ul

For some projects, it will
show:

Many developers on
stackoverflow still facing this

problem and Unity’s
technologists have looked into

the problem.
3.13

3.13 3.13 3.13
2019.4.2

0f
(LST)

Successf
ul

Not discover yet, seems good
compatibility

A developer on stackoverflow
points out this perfect

2.1.8 2.1.11 2.1.2 2.1.9 2019.4.0
f1

Successf
ul

Not discover yet, seems good
compatibility

2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.16 2.1.1
6

2019.3.5
f1

Successf
ul

For some projects, it will
show:

Implicit requirements: I suppose Android sdk >= 26, (version 24 failed building apks)
9. Android equipment issue
 See https://developers.google.com/AR/discover/supported-devices?hl=zh-cn

BEST

https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices?hl=zh-cn
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All of my family numbers are using HUAWEI ‘s newest products, and are not supported by ARCore.
So I tested these functionalities with my friend’s Xiaomi, in the future I will test with more.
Must equiped with Google play Service!
 Usersmust use the compatible equipment both with Android API level and supported equipment.
Android 7.0 or higher
If your application is an AR optional application, please modify the minSdkVersion statement:
minSdkVersion ≥ 14 (API Level 14)
If your application is an AR essential application, please modify the minSdkVersion statement:
minSdkVersion ≥ 24 (API Level 24)

10. Because ARCore only supported by Android 7.0 or higher, I must go to Android Studio (SDK
Manager), to download Android 7.0 or higher.

Note: When using Andorid 10.1(Api level 31), The incompatibility between the too new API version

and the old version of unity will cause many bugs when packaging apk.

11. When doing projects with image tracking:

Line 87 shows:

Solution on the Internet:
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For most of developers, it works; For me, it did not work.

Each time when I run the testing app, it will first show the pic below, then crash.

Here is the log I generated from Android developer mode device debugging application:
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Then I found it may because of my android equipment’s incompability of ARCore!

尚需完成的任务 Work to do:
- Debug (fixxed the bug I have mentioned before)
- Integrate all functions into one apk (now they are seprate apks)
- Develop “The proof of concept AR application” for IOS system (including recognition and AR
events)
-Test “The proof of concept AR application” for IOS system (including recognition and AR events)

存在问题 Problems:
1. In image recognition function, when one image been tracked, follows with another image “wanted”
to be tracked, it will show like this: After a while, the first one will then disappear.
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2. ARCore support in Unity may conflict with some old ARCore XR Plugin versions.

12.

Viewed all solutions and discussions, I found several developers mentioning version issues. After
trying out every possible solution, I decide to re-install another version of unity and other packages.

拟采取的办法 Solutions:
Each solution is corresponding with the problem stated above.
1. I have discussed with my tutors, and will try to do so to solve the issue

2. Go to Project Settings, manually uncheck the check box:

3. His recommendation works.
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Source: https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/AR Foudation-samples/issues/119
https://forum.unity.com/threads/AR Foudation-imagetracking-sample-scene-doesnt-generate-image-
database.684208/

论文结构 Structure of the final report:
My current idea is that:
1 Introduction
1.1 Objectives
1.2 Work plan
2 Background
3 Design and Implementation
4 Testing
5 Result and Discussion
6 Conclusion and Future Work
References
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BUPT
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2017212923
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QM number 171048380

班级
Class 2017215112

论文题目
Project Title

Proof of concept application of Augmented Reality Unity AR Foundation
Software

Date: 07-10-2021
Supervision type: online meeting

https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/arfoundation-samples/issues/119
https://forum.unity.com/threads/arfoundation-imagetracking-sample-scene-doesnt-generate-image-database.684208/
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Summary: First meeting

Date: 14-10-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: Discuss what to do:
- Installing unity, vufory and the resto of SW that the project requires
Open the project in Unity and see how the project was built up and what the project does
- Writing down what you have understood and what you don't have understood

Date: 21-10-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: discussed the VuMark and QR Code design and recognition, and what to do
next:
Tasks: 1. Obeject 2. VuMark

Date: 11-11-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: Specify what I need to do, answering some of my questions about develop using
Vuforia or AR Foundation Software

Date: 12-11-2021
Supervision type: email
Summary: about arrangement of meetings

Date: 19-11-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: discussed the problem I had met

Date: 25-11-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: discussed the draft specification

Date: 9-12-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: discussed the problem I had met

Date: 12-12-2021
Supervision type: email
Summary: change in next week meeting

Date: 11-1-2021
Supervision type: email
Summary: about meetings

Date: 25-2-2021
Supervision type: online meeting
Summary: discussed the things I had done and what to do next:
Integrate all apks into one independent apk, and modify the implementation of plane
recognition part of my work
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Date: 25-2-2021
Supervision type: email
Summary: A solution of tracking lost

(Need to add)
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Risk and environmental impact assessment

We will assess the level of risk and environmental impact from the following four aspects.

Hinder the smooth completion of the project. Because our project is software oriented, we

don't think we have any risk and environmental impact during the development process.

Therefore, the impact that may hinder the completion of the project will not occur. The level

of possibility is zero and the level of consequence is zero. The production result is zero, which

means there is no risk in this area.

Potential harm to people and / or animals. The software itself only needs users interact

with the device. This may not do any damage to other creatures. Therefore the possibility

level and consequence level are both zero. The production result is zero so there is no risk in

this regard.

Potential harm to the environment. Our project does not affect any environmental resources,

so we do not highlight energy consumption or waste disposal. The level of possibility is zero

and the level of consequence is zero. The production result is zero, which means there is no

risk in this area.

Potential economic losses to the project or other individuals or organizations. No

additional resources have been used since the entire development process, without economic

impact.

In addition, when using applications, users only need their mobile devices. Our application

will not increase any potential damage to the user's device. Therefore, the consequences of the

possible risk are zero. The production result is zero, which means there is no risk.
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